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Many moons ago when my mom left this earth, one of the thoughts that most haunted me was that I felt too few people knew her brilliance. Where was the state service? Where were the flags at half-mast? Where was the declaration of a national holiday in her memory? It was a feeling that distills the ways in which the private world can overshadow the shared public one. When I discovered the theater of narration only a year or two later, it reaffirmed for me what I had begun to realize then: everyone’s individual stories hold monumental weight, electricity, and potential even if they never reach beyond a select body of listeners. Initially I thought the theater of narration was about the many lives of stories, but actually it is about the many people whose lives are connected by their private stories, personal stories that bind the public histories so many of us share. The first person I wish to acknowledge is the person with whom my story began, a beginning that was already more than halfway through her own story. Her loving memory is written in these pages.

As the theater of narration has also taught me, what might appear the ending to a story is sometimes a new beginning. I understood this to be true when I met my partner, Josh, to whom I dedicate this work. In walking with each other down one path that was coming to an end, we found ourselves on an entirely new course. Our shared experiences and life together have been the happiest days I have known, and I am humbled by his generosity, intellect, and, well, he makes me laugh too. In the many stages of this study all those qualities continually manifested as we discussed my ideas, challenges, and goals. Our Livia, independent and joyous, and our Raffaella, achingly sweet and surprisingly stubborn, distract me from my work and will me into their wondrous present and remind me that the two are connected. I dedicate this study to them as well. The other member of our immediate family needs acknowledgment too. Augustus Stellan, or Gus (“Gas” in Italy), has sat at our feet patiently on many long flights, accompanied me to a number of libraries, archives, and interviews in Italy, and proves the aphorism that when you rescue an animal, the animal rescues you. The family bridging the one to whom I was born with the one that I helped create are my two best friends, Frances Sullivan and Elissa Crum. We have been together for all Dickensian time, and they are pillars of my world. Paul Levesque has cheered for me since high school soccer games through my professional life, and I thank him for his steady encouragement and love.
Family friends, kind and kindred spirits, mentors and colleagues have supported me throughout this project. They have contributed to my thinking in this study and my intellectual formation more broadly. For upward of a decade Giorgio Bertellini has been a North Star; Vincenzo Binetti held the pulse of an era of shared interest, and Nadine Hubbs remained a Zen sage open to consultation on a range of matters. Sara Ritchey, the best friend of my partner for many years before I knew him, is now one of my best friends. She is also a mentor, role model, beloved “guardian Sara” to our children, and helpful reader of these pages. Pat O’Donnell, golfer extraordinaire, sensitive observer, and prolific scholar, has supported my work in many ways. Nancy Marino, gone too soon, read everything I ever gave her and returned it to me with comments on almost every page, usually in less than three days. She was a fellow New Yorker and mentor. Justus Nieland, first a loyal friend, is also a model colleague. He has taught me a great deal as a teacher and scholar, and at the poker table as well. I thank him for his support these many years in more ways than I probably know. I have long admired Sarah Wohlford, who is incisive, thoughtful, and brilliant. She brings a little mountain range to Michigan.

At Michigan State University I am especially grateful to friends and colleagues Robin Silbergleid, Divya Victor, Zarena Aslami, Tamar Boyadjian, and Leonora Paula for their intellect and compassion. My colleagues in Italian and in theater and performance studies have been wonderful collaborators and generous readers of my work. Thank you, Carmen De Lorenzo, Valentina Denzel, Jennifer Toby, Jyotsna Singh, Ann Larabee, Dan Smith, and Ann Folino White. I also wish to thank Steve Arch, David Stowe, Cara Cilano, Marshall Olds, Helene Weldt-Basson, Doug Noverr (in memoriam), Rocio Quispe-Agnoli, and Tony Grubbs, for their support as chairs over the years. I would like to acknowledge the many other colleagues who are special to me: Yelena Kalinsky, Coco Logan, Ellen McCallum, Jeff Wray, Tama Hamilton Wray, Judith Stoddart, Josh Lam, Swarnavel Pillai, Bill Vincent, Yomaira Figueroa, Kaveh Askari, Kristin Mahoney, Sheila Contreras, Salah Hassan, Marcia Aldrich, Ken Harrow, Danny Méndez, Scott Boehm, Andaluna Borcila, Anna Pegler-Gordon, Senta Goertler, Lily Woodruff, and Stephanie Nawyn. I have learned much from Jennifer Mojica Santana and appreciate her help in the final hours of this project. From my life in Ann Arbor at the University of Michigan, a special thanks to Peggy Mccracken, Ken Garner, Larry La Fountain-Stokes, EJ Westlake, Alison Cornish, Glenda Dickerson (in memoriam), and Christi Merrill. Friends and colleagues at other universities with whom I have collaborated on related projects or who have kindly offered feedback on various drafts of these pages and to whom I offer my gratitude include Ombretta Frau, Elena Past, Gerardo Guccini, Paolo Puppa, Stacy Wolf, Charlotte McIvor, and Andrew Sofer. A number of friends from other walks have also seen me through this project’s many forms and other related vicissitudes: Amélie Baudot, Lesley and Mike McWilliams,
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Finally, this book would not exist without its protagonists. I have benefited personally and professionally from the narrators whose projects inspired these pages. It has been an honor to spend over a decade discovering and rediscovering their important work, and I am ever grateful for the time that many of them took to welcome me for interviews and conversation before or after countless shows, into their homes to sift through their archives, and in continued correspondence. I met Laura Curino by chance after the director Alessandro d’Alatri casually gave me her phone number when we were chatting at an Italian conference at Yale University in 2007. He had just directed her in a play. When I called her out of the blue two months later since we just happened to coincide on a visit in Milan, she welcomed me to a workshop, after which we talked for more than four hours over negroni sbagliati and maybe a few Gauloises. (The rest, of course, is history.) One day her personal archive will be part of the special collections at an important library. I am honored to be the first scholar to have sorted through those many materials. Thank you, Laura, and Federico Negro, for your warmth and generosity, your friendship, and your faith in my work. Giuliana Musso has been especially gracious, and I thank her for her friendship and trust in my work as well. I am also grateful to Marco Baliani, Ascanio Celestini, Lella Costa, Mariella Fabbris, and Saverio La Ruina for our meaningful meetings. Thank you, finally, to Davide Enia, Gabriele Vacis, and Marco Paolini.

There are a number of institutions that have supported the work that resulted in this book and I am grateful for their structures, and to the members of the committees who allowed me to benefit from them. During graduate school, the US Fulbright Scholar Program supported the research that kicked-started this project for a year in Italy. The Mellon Summer School for Theater and Performance Research at Harvard University helped me work through some of my theoretical arguments. I am grateful for the research culture at my home institution, Michigan State University. Both the Summer Faculty Fellowship awarded by the College of Arts and Letters, and especially my junior research leave, brought me back to Italy, where I completed the research for this manuscript, and provided valuable writing time. I am especially grateful to the Consul of Italy in Detroit, Maria Manca, and my friend and colleague Pierluigi Erbaggio for helping us make these trips possible. As a graduate
student at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, I had many generous funding opportunities for what was eventually the important preliminary research for this work through the Center for World Performance Studies, the Rackham Graduate Student Research Award, the Center for European Studies Research Award, the International Institute Research Award and as a fellow at the Public Humanities Institute. I would also like to recognize the American Association for Italian Studies and the American Society for Theatre Research, where I have found inspiration and collegiality and where I first worked through many aspects of this project. Finally, I thank Northwestern University Press. Gianna Mosser first encouraged this project, and later Patrick Samuel, Maia Rigas, Anne Tappan Strother, and especially Trevor Perri walked me through the process with generosity and patience. I am grateful for the smart suggestions and close reading by Christi Stanforth during the project’s copyediting stage. The two anonymous reviewers were encouraging and supportive, while also offering thoughtful ways to make this book better: thank you, especially.

Our lives seem small, and in many ways they are. There is nothing like writing the acknowledgments to your first book to make you realize, with awe and humility, that there are so many chance encounters, fortuitous circumstances, and people whose lives intersect with yours and nudge along new experiences and perceptions. Together our narratives tell their own history. May we remember to listen.
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